
The weather reports 
predicted rain at 15:00 but it 
was a Samui report so we 
eventually got the drizzle at 
16:00 just as the Hare was 
beginning the description of 
his trail which was laid with 
the assistance of Wee Yin 
and Leopard Piss, these 
multi Hare events are all the 
rage these days.



Big Yin made it quick and to the 
point and at a few minutes past 
the hour the pack trundled off 
and within 150 mtrs came to 
the first of nine Checks which 
caused a moment of delay for 
the Rambos but with 
consummate skill they were 
back in touch with the rest of 
the team and pressed onward.



When the Split came we had already hit 
some more crossed branches but more or 
less kept the pace up, the inclusion of a 
Back Check had us in a tizz and for the 
Rambos it was a taste of things to come 
and by the time they were heading back 
down the slope they had hit another two 
“backies“. 



Only a few welcome 
tinnies lessened the 
mutterings and when 
we were assembled 
for the decision there 
appeared an 
expression of relief on 
the Hares 
countenances as a 
profound silence 
greeted the request 
for a show of hands 
for Hash Shit and 
even the custodian of 
the bog seat, Brothel 
Bob remained silent.



No newbie’s but 
returnees Winkle and a 
family sized Forbeskin, 
mainly due to his 
attempts to quaff the 
Guernsey pubs dry, were 
joined in the Circle by 
Lima Papa, Bin Runnin
and Suzuki, glad to see 
them back

Guernsey Pubs out of Beer!
Guernsey Police looking for 
a Forbeskin??



Two Stroke and our noble leader NFC 
gave judgment on the handful of criminals 
while DFL Took a seat on the bucket . 
Frogs Legs claimed the Speedy Gonzalez 
award



I’m Cummin did us proud with a round to celebrating her 30th geborstag cheers.



Urinetrouble and No F’ing Clue 
will be on hand to confuse us 
over in Plai Laem next Saturday 
with the prospect of Barbie 
afterwards, should be Bonza 
Bluey.
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